Defect in prereplicative phase of G0-specific ts mutant, tsJT60.
A temperature-sensitive mutant, tsJT60, grew exponentially at both 34 degrees and 39.5 degrees C, but when stimulated from the resting state it entered S phase at 34 degrees but not at 39.5 degrees C. The mutated function appeared to be a prerequisite throughout from 0 to 9 h following the stimulation, in order that G0-arrested cells would enter S phase. When the arrested cells were stimulated with serum, the amount of and synthesis of protein increased at 34 degrees but not at 39.5 degrees C. The amount of polysome fraction was much smaller in stimulated and unstimulated cells at 39.5 degrees C than in those stimulated at 34 degrees C. Of the events reported to increase shortly after the stimulation, uridine transport increased at both temperatures. Mutation in tsJT60 cells may be concerned with the function prerequisite to induce protein synthesis following serum stimulation, resulting in the blocking of cell cycle progression toward S phase at 39.5 degrees C.